The maximum labelled clique problem is a variant of the maximum clique problem where edges in the graph are given labels, and we are not allowed to use more than a certain number of distinct labels in a solution. We introduce a new branch-and-bound algorithm for the problem, and explain how it may be parallelised. We evaluate an implementation on a set of benchmark instances, and show that it is consistently faster than previously published results, sometimes by four or five orders of magnitude.
Introduction
A clique in a graph is a set of vertices, where every vertex in this set is adjacent to every other in the set. Finding the size of a maximum clique in a given graph is one of the fundamental NP-hard problems. Carrabs et al. [CCD14] introduced a variant called the maximum labelled clique problem, and give example applications involving telecommunications and social network analysis. In this variant, each edge in the graph has a label, and we are given a budget b: we seek to find as large a clique as possible, but the edges in our selected clique may not use more than b different labels in total. In the case that there is more than one such maximum, we must find the one using fewest different labels. We illustrate these concepts in Figure 1 , using an example graph due to Carrabs et al.; our four labels are shown using different styled edges. Figure 1: A graph with maximum clique {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, using all four edge labels. If our budget is only three, a maximum feasible clique has size four. There are several such cliques, but {4, 5, 6, 7} is optimal since it uses only two labels, whilst every other uses at least three.
Carrabs et al. proposed a mathematical programming approach to solving the problem, and used CPLEX to provide experimental results on a range of graph instances. Here we introduce the first dedicated algorithm for the maximum labelled clique problem, and then describe how it may be parallelised to make better use of today's multi-core processors. We evaluate our implementation experimentally, and show that it is consistently faster than that of Carrabs et al., sometimes by four or five orders of magnitude.
Definitions and Notation
Throughout, let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Our graphs are undirected, and contain no loops. Associated with G is a set of labels, and we are given a mapping from edges to labels. We are also given a budget, which is a strictly positive integer.
The neighbourhood of a vertex is the set of vertices adjacent to it, and its degree is the cardinality of its neighbourhood. A colouring of a set of vertices is an assignment of colours to vertices, such that adjacent vertices are given different colours. A clique is a set of pairwise-adjacent vertices. The cost of a clique is the cardinality of the union of the labels associated with all of its edges. A clique is feasible if it has cost not greater than the budget. We say that a feasible clique C is better than a feasible clique C if either it has larger cardinality, or if it has the same cardinality but lower cost. The maximum labelled clique problem is to find a feasible clique which is either better than or equal to any other feasible clique in a given graph-that is, of all the maximum feasible cliques, we seek the cheapest.
The hardness of the maximum clique problem immediately implies that the maximum labelled clique problem is also NP-hard. Carrabs et al. showed that the problem remains hard even for complete graphs, where the maximum clique problem is trivial.
A Branch and Bound Algorithm
In Algorithm 1 we present the first dedicated algorithm for the maximum labelled clique problem. This is a branch and bound algorithm, using a greedy colouring for the bound. We start by discussing how the algorithm finds cliques, and then explain how labels and budgets are checked.
Algorithm 1: An algorithm for the maximum labelled clique problem. Branching: Let v be some vertex in our graph. Any clique either contains only v and possibly some vertices adjacent to v, or does not contain v. Thus we may build up potential solutions by recursively selecting a vertex, and branching on whether or not to include it. We store our growing clique in a variable C, and vertices which may potentially be added to C are stored in a variable P . Initially C is empty, and P contains every vertex (line 5).
The expand function is our main recursive procedure. Inside a loop (lines 11 to 20), we select a vertex v from P (line 13). First we consider including v in C (lines 14 to 19). We produce a new P from P by rejecting any vertices which are not adjacent to v (line 18)-this is sufficient to ensure that P contains only vertices adjacent to every vertex in C. If P is not empty, we may potentially grow C further, and so we recurse (line 19). Having considered v being in the clique, we then reject v (line 20) and repeat.
Bounding: If we can colour a graph using k colours, we know that the graph cannot contain a clique of size greater than k (each vertex in a clique must be given a different colour). This gives us a bound on how much further C could grow, using only the vertices remaining in P . To make use of this bound, we keep track of the largest feasible solution we have found so far (called the incumbent), which we store in C . Initially C is empty (line 4). Whenever we find a new feasible solution, we compare it with C , and if it is larger, we unseat the incumbent (line 17).
For each recursive call, we produce a constructive colouring of the vertices in P (line 10), using the colourOrder function. This process produces an array order which contains a permutation of the vertices in P , and an array of bounds, bounds, in such a way that the subgraph induced by the first i vertices of order may be coloured using bounds[i] colours. The bounds array is non-decreasing (bounds[i + 1] ≥ bounds[i]), so if we iterate over order from right to left, we can avoid having to produce a new colouring for each choice of v. We make use of the bound on line 12: if the size of the growing clique plus the number of colours used to colour the vertices remaining in P is not enough to unseat the incumbent, we abandon search and backtrack.
The colourOrder function performs a simple greedy colouring. We select a vertex (line 29) and give it the current colour (line 30). This process is repeated until no more vertices may be given the current colour without causing a conflict (lines 28 to 32). We then proceed with a new colour (line 33) until every vertex has been coloured (lines 26 to 33). Vertices are placed into the order array in the order in which they were coloured, and the ith entry of the bounds array contains the number of colours used at the time the ith vertex in order was coloured. This process is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Initial vertex ordering:
The order in which vertices are coloured can have a substantial effect upon the colouring produced. Here we will select vertices in a static non-increasing degree order. This is done by permuting the graph at the top of search (line 3), so vertices are simply coloured in numerical order. This assists with the bitset encoding, which we discuss below.
Labels and the budget:
So far, what we have described is a variation of a series of maximum clique algorithms by Tomita et al. [TS03, TK07, TSH
+ 10] (and we refer the reader to these papers to justify the vertex ordering and selection rules chosen). Now we discuss how to handle labels and budgets. We are optimising subject to two criteria, so we will take a two-pass approach to finding an optimal solution.
On the first pass (first = true, from line 5), we concentrate on finding the largest feasible clique, but do not worry about finding the cheapest such clique. To do so, we store the labels currently used in C in the variable L. When we add a vertex v to C, we create from L a new label set L and add to it any additional labels used (line 15). Now we check whether we have exceeded the budget (line 16), and only proceed with this value of C if we have not. As well as storing C , we also keep track of the labels it uses in L . The graph on the left has been coloured greedily: vertices 1 and 3 were given the first colour, then vertices 2, 4 then 8 were given the second colour, then vertices 5 and 7 were given the third colour, then vertex 6 was given the fourth colour. On the right, we show the order array, which contains the vertices in the order which they were coloured. Below, the bounds array, containing the number of colours used so far.
On the second pass (first = false, from line 6), we already have the size of a maximum feasible clique in |C |, and we seek to either reduce the cost |L |, or prove that we cannot do so. Thus we repeat the search, starting with our existing values of C and L , but instead of using the budget to filter labels on line 16, we use |L | − 1 (which can become smaller as cheaper solutions are found). We must also change the bound condition slightly: rather than looking only for solutions strictly larger than C , we are now looking for solutions with size equal to C (line 12). Finally, when potentially unseating the incumbent (line 17), we must check to see if either C is larger than C , or it is the same size but cheaper.
This two-pass approach is used to avoid spending a long time trying to find a cheaper clique of size |C |, only for this effort to be wasted when a larger clique is found. The additional filtering power from having found a clique containing only one additional vertex is often extremely beneficial. On the other hand, label-based filtering using |L | − 1 rather than the budget is not possible until we are sure that C cannot grow further, since it could be that larger feasible maximum cliques have a higher cost.
Bit parallelism: For the maximum clique problem, San Segundo et al. [SSRLJ11, SSMRLH13] observed that using a bitset encoding for SIMD-like parallelism could speed up an implementation by a factor of between two to twenty, without changing the steps taken. We do the same here: P and L should be bitsets, and the graph should be represented using an adjacency bitset for each vertex (this representation may be created when G is permuted, on line 3). Most importantly, the uncoloured and colourable variables in colourOrder are also bitsets, and the filtering on line 32 is simply a bitwise and-with-complement operation.
Note that C should not be stored as a bitset, to speed up line 15. Instead, it should be an array. Adding a vertex to C on line 14 may be done by appending to the array, and when removing a vertex from C on line 20 we simply remove the last element-this works because C is used like a stack.
Thread parallelism: Thread parallelism for the maximum clique problem has been shown to be extremely beneficial [DKR + 13, MP13]; we may use an approach previously described by the authors [MP14b] here too. We view the recursive calls to expand as forming a tree, ignore left-to-right dependencies, and explore subtrees in parallel. For work splitting, we initially create subproblems by dividing the tree immediately below the root node (so each subproblem represents a case where |C| = 1 due to a different choice of vertex). Subproblems are placed onto a queue, and processed by threads in order. To improve balance, when the queue is empty and a thread becomes idle, work is then stolen from the remaining threads by resplitting the final subproblems at distance 2 from the root.
There is a single shared incumbent, which must be updated carefully. This may be stored using an atomic, to avoid locking. Care must be taken with updates to ensure that C and L are compared and updated simultaneously-this may be done by using a large unsigned integer, and allocating the higher order bits to |C | and the lower order bits to the bitwise complement of |L |.
Note that we are not dividing a fixed amount of work between multiple threads, and so we should not necessarily expect a linear speedup. It is possible that we could get no speedup at all, due to threads exploring a portion of the search space which would be eliminated by the bound during a sequential run, or a speedup greater than the number of threads, due to a strong incumbent being found more quickly [LS84] . A further complication is that in the first pass, we could find an equally sized but more costly incumbent than we would find sequentially. Thus we cannot even guarantee that this will not cause a slowdown in certain cases [Tri90] .
Experimental Results
We now evaluate an implementation of our sequential and parallel algorithms experimentally. Our implementation was coded in C++, and for parallelism, C++11 native threads were used. The bitset encoding was used in both cases. Experimental results are produced on a desktop machine with an Intel i5-3570 CPU and 12GBytes of RAM. This is a dual core machine, with hyper-threading, so for parallel results we use four threads (but should not expect an ideal-case speedup of 4). Sequential results are from a dedicated sequential implementation, not from a parallel implementation run with a single thread. Timing results include preprocessing time and thread startup costs, but not the time taken to read in the graph file and generate random labels. 
Standard Benchmark Problems
In Table 1 we present results from the same set of benchmark instances as Carrabs et al. [CCD14] . These are some of the smaller graphs from the DIMACS implementation challenge 1 , with randomly allocated labels. Carrabs et al. used three samples for each measurement, and presented the average; we use one hundred. Note that our CPU is newer than that of Carrabs et al., and we have not attempted to scale their results for a "fair" comparison.
The most significant result is that none of our parallel runtime averages are above seven seconds, and none of our sequential runtime averages are above twenty four seconds (our worst sequential runtime from any instance is 32.3 seconds, and our worst parallel runtime is 8.4 seconds). This is in stark contrast to Carrabs et al., who aborted some of their runs on these instances after three hours. Most strikingly, the keller4 instances, which all took Carrabs et al. at least an hour, took under 0.1 seconds for our parallel algorithm. We are using a different model CPU, so results are not directly comparable, but we strongly doubt that hardware differences could contribute to more than one order of magnitude improvement in the runtimes.
We also see that parallelism is in general useful, and is never a penalty, even with very low runtimes. We see a speedup of between 3 and 4 on the non-trivial instances. This is despite the initial sequential portion of the algorithm, the cost of launching the threads, the general complications involved in parallel branch and bound, and the hardware providing only two "real" cores.
Large Sparse Graphs
In Table 2 we present results using the Erdős collaboration graphs from the Pajek dataset by Vladimir Batagelj and Andrej Mrvar 2 . These are large, sparse graphs, with up to 7,000 vertices (representing authors) and 12,000 edges (representing collaborations). We have chosen these datasets because of the potential "social network analysis" application suggested by Carrabs et al., where edge labels represent a particular kind of common interest, and we are looking for a clique using only a small number of interests.
For each instance we use 3, 4 and 5 labels, with a budget of 2, 3 and 4. The "3 labels, budget 4" cases are omitted, but we include the "3 labels, budget 3" and "4 labels, budget 4" cases-although the clique sizes are the same (and are equal to the size of a maximum unlabelled clique), we see in a few instances the costs do differ where the budget is 4. Again, we use randomly allocated labels and a sample size of 100.
Despite their size, none of these graphs are at all challenging for our algorithm, with average sequential runtimes all being under 0.2 seconds. However, no benefit at all is gained from parallelism-the runtimes are dominated by the cost of preprocessing and encoding the graph, not the search.
Possible Improvements and Variations
We will briefly describe three possible improvements to the algorithm. These have both been implemented and appear to be viable, but for simplicity we do not go into detail on these points. We did not use these improvements for the results in the previous section. We also suggest a variation of the problem.
Resuming where we left off: Rather than doing two full passes, it is possible to start the second pass at the point where the last unseating of the incumbent occurred in the first pass. In the sequential case, this is conceptually simple but messy to implement: viewing the recursive calls to expand as a tree, we could store the location whenever the incumbent is unseated. For the second pass, we could then skip portions of the search space "to the left" of this point. In parallel, this is much trickier: it is no longer the case that when a new incumbent is found, we have necessarily explored every subtree to the left of its position.
Different initial vertex orders:
We order vertices by non-increasing degree order at the top of search. Other vertex orderings have been proposed for the maximum clique problem, including a dynamic degree and exdegree ordering [TSH + 10], and a minimum width ordering [Pro12] . Both of these orderings give similar improvements for the harder problem instances when labels are present. However, for the Erdős graphs, dynamic degree and exdegree orderings were a severe penalty-they are more expensive to compute (adding almost a whole second to the runtime), and the search space is too small for this one-time cost to be ignored.
Reordering colour classes: For the maximum clique problem, small but consistent benefits can be had by permuting the colour class list produced by colourOrder to place colour classes containing only a single vertex at the end, so that they are selected first [MP14a] . A similar benefit is obtained by doing this here.
A multi-label variation of the problem: In the formulation by Carrabs et al., each edge has exactly one label. What if instead edges may have multiple labels? If taking an edge requires paying for all of its labels, this is just a trivial modification to our algorithm. But if taking an edge requires selecting and paying for only one of its labels, it is not obvious what the best way to handle this would be. One possibility would be to branch on edges as well as on vertices (but only where none of the available edges matches a label which has already been selected). This modification to the problem could be useful for real-world problems: for Carrabs et al.'s example where labels represent different relationship types in a social network graph, it is plausible that two people could both be members of the same club and be colleagues. Similarly, for the Erdős datasets, we could use labels either for different journals and conferences, or for different topic areas (combinatorics, graph theory, etc.). When looking for a clique of people using only a small number of different relationship types, it would make sense to allow only one of the relationships to count towards the cost. However, we suspect that this change could make the problem substantially more challenging.
Conclusion
We saw that our dedicated algorithm was faster than a mathematical programming solution. This is not surprising. However, the extent of the performance difference was unexpected: we were able to solve multiple problems in under a tenth of one second that previously took over an hour, and we never took more than ten seconds to solve any of Carrabs et al.'s instances. We were also able to work with large sparse graphs without difficulty.
Of course, a more complicated mathematical programming model could close the performance gap. One possible route, which has been successful for the maximum clique problem in a SAT setting [LZMS11] , would be to treat colour classes as variables rather than vertices. But this would require a pre-processing step, and would lose the "ease of use" benefits of a mathematical programming approach. It is also not obvious how the label constraints would map to this kind of model, since equivalently coloured vertices are no longer equal.
On the other hand, adapting a dedicated maximum clique algorithm for this problem did not require major changes. It is true that these algorithms are non-trivial to implement, but there are at least three implementations with publicly available source code (one in Java [Pro12] and two with multi-threading support in C++ [DKR + 13, MP13]). Also of note was that bit-and thread-parallelism, which are key contributors to the raw performance of maximum clique algorithms, were similarly successful in this setting.
A further surprise is that threading is beneficial even with the low runtimes of some problem instances. We had assumed that our parallel runtimes would be noticeably worse for extremely easy instances, but this turned out not to be the case. Although there was no benefit for the Erdős collaboration graphs, which were computationally trivial, for the DIMACS graphs there were clear benefits from parallelism even with sequential runtimes as low as a tenth of a second. For the non-trivial instances, we consistently obtained speedups of between 3 and 4. Even on inexpensive desktop machines, it is worth making use of multiple cores.
